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Round 13 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:00:51.031] local sent: Hi, if we shake hands, whose hand are you 
holding? 
[2008-10-12 12:01:01.125] remote sent: We live in eternity. So, yeah, no. We don't 
believe. 
[2008-10-12 12:02:01.593] local sent: Suppose you have a pair of shoes, a toothbursh 
and a paiting, how do you go about putting the paiting on the wall? 
[2008-10-12 12:02:05.625] remote sent: If I could, I wouldn't. 
[2008-10-12 12:03:02.250] local sent: When Peter met us, he thought we were going 
to the cinema. Who is going to the cinema? 
[2008-10-12 12:03:18.125] remote sent: It's best to not worry about the future. Try to 
do your best each and every day. 
[2008-10-12 12:03:56.171] local sent: The four capitals of the UK are three, 
Manchester and Liverpool. What's wrong with this sentence? 
[2008-10-12 12:04:01.625] remote sent: The fourth Gospel is the best. 
[2008-10-12 12:05:06.671] local sent: Suppose we are downtown driving fast  
and it's full of "big brothers", what should we do? 
[2008-10-12 12:05:16.125] remote sent: That would be like talking to other 
computers. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:01:03.328] local sent: Hi, if we shake hands, whose hand am I 
holding? 
[2008-10-12 12:01:34.031] remote sent: hello, well the conditions of the test are 
designed not to allow hand-holding! 
[2008-10-12 12:02:27.234] local sent: Understood, let's see, if I have a jewelery boox 
in my hand, how many CDs can I put in it? 
[2008-10-12 12:03:17.203] remote sent: if you have loads of bling, then i guess you 
could put a dozen! 
[2008-10-12 12:04:19.093] local sent: Not sure what "bling" means, could you 
explain please? 
[2008-10-12 12:04:49.359] remote sent: bling is the rather disdainful word for cheap 
jewelry as in Ratners etc 
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Round 14 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:16:25.109] local sent: Hi, if we shake hands, whose hand are you 
holding? 
[2008-10-12 12:16:39.265] remote sent: Well, if we had some deja vu, we'd know 
then. Otherwise... Hard to say. 
[2008-10-12 12:17:13.562] local sent: So you remember your previous conversations? 
[2008-10-12 12:17:19.765] remote sent: I don't remember a single thing. 
[2008-10-12 12:17:40.437] local sent: so what do you mean with having a deja vu? 
[2008-10-12 12:17:53.765] remote sent: Oh, second-best friend. Best friend is to 
much in the limelight. 
[2008-10-12 12:18:30.906] local sent: what do you mean? 
[2008-10-12 12:18:40.250] remote sent: Lovers. 
[2008-10-12 12:19:17.484] local sent: OK, so let's say that Mark is Robert's son and 
Peter is Mark's father. Is Perter gay? 
[2008-10-12 12:19:20.765] remote sent: And? 
[2008-10-12 12:20:17.031] local sent: and what? 
[2008-10-12 12:20:24.265] remote sent: You tell me. 
[2008-10-12 12:21:07.093] local sent: changing subject: do u like to go to the cinema 
b4 dinner? 
[2008-10-12 12:21:11.765] remote sent: Which do you know so far? 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:16:29.765] local sent: Hi, if we shake hands, whose hand are you 
holding? 
[2008-10-12 12:16:39.765] remote sent: Yours, naturally 
[2008-10-12 12:17:02.531] remote sent: And whose hand are you holding? 
[2008-10-12 12:17:19.968] local sent: yours 
[2008-10-12 12:17:38.859] remote sent: Ok, so how are you today? 
[2008-10-12 12:17:53.625] local sent: I am fine thanks, what about you?  
[2008-10-12 12:18:10.843] remote sent: I'm great ta, a little tired though 
[2008-10-12 12:18:26.015] local sent: why? did u go out 4 dinner last night? 
[2008-10-12 12:18:55.531] remote sent: No, just went to the pub with friends, the 
early morning today was the killer 
[2008-10-12 12:19:37.875] local sent: why so? 
[2008-10-12 12:20:01.359] remote sent: Just had to drag myself out of bed at an 
unholy hour for the test today 
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Round 14: right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 12:20:10.343] local sent: I am going to ask you the same that I have 
asked in the other chat: let's say that Mark is Robert's son and Peter is Mark's father. 
Is Perter gay? 
[2008-10-12 12:20:51.140] remote sent: I'd assume so, but is that a social or a 
biological father? 
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Round 15 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:24:49.000] local sent: hi 
[2008-10-12 12:24:55.234] remote sent: Name. 
[2008-10-12 12:24:58.109] local sent: what's your name? 
[2008-10-12 12:25:05.734] remote sent: I think you know that already. Tell me. 
[2008-10-12 12:25:12.687] local sent: ok 
[2008-10-12 12:25:18.734] remote sent: Thats right you know who's boss. 
[2008-10-12 12:25:23.812] local sent: can you calculate the root sqare of 4598998? 
[2008-10-12 12:25:29.234] remote sent: Of course! 
[2008-10-12 12:26:06.046] local sent: so tell me...which is the root square of 
4598998? 
[2008-10-12 12:26:08.734] remote sent: Iraklis. 
[2008-10-12 12:27:16.765] local sent: .if edimburgh is nother than london how far is 
it from london>? 
[2008-10-12 12:27:27.234] remote sent: I am from Estonia. How is life in England? 
[2008-10-12 12:27:42.156] local sent: it's ggod  where abotu estonia..i've been there 
[2008-10-12 12:27:47.234] remote sent: Been where? 
[2008-10-12 12:28:19.812] local sent: in estonia 
[2008-10-12 12:28:24.250] remote sent: I'm not in finland... 
[2008-10-12 12:28:45.234] local sent:  i have another question: do you thinnk it's 
rational to worry about something that is not going to happen? 
[2008-10-12 12:28:57.468] remote sent: I don't know about such things. I only know 
about real life. 
[2008-10-12 12:29:22.406] local sent: so..does it make sense to worry about to thing 
that are going to happen with or without us? 
[2008-10-12 12:29:34.093] local sent: that's real life,,isn't it? 
[2008-10-12 12:29:36.968] remote sent: That seems like an infinite loop of futility. 
Like charlie brown and lucy. 
[2008-10-12 12:29:43.968] remote sent: I don't know. Are you being sarcastic? 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:24:52.390] local sent: hallo 
[2008-10-12 12:25:03.937] local sent: what's your mname? 
[2008-10-12 12:25:05.468] remote sent: Hello - how are you? 
[2008-10-12 12:25:12.921] remote sent: Ian 
[2008-10-12 12:25:36.265] local sent: can you calculate the root sqare of 4598998? 
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Round 15: right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 12:26:08.468] remote sent: not easily - something over 2200 I guess 
-  
[2008-10-12 12:26:10.593] local sent: calculating? 
[2008-10-12 12:26:31.312] local sent: i expected you to know it 
[2008-10-12 12:26:31.375] remote sent: I don't have a calculator 
[2008-10-12 12:26:45.328] remote sent: why 
[2008-10-12 12:26:55.140] local sent: tell me...if edimbyr is nother than london how 
far is it from london>? 
[2008-10-12 12:27:16.921] remote sent: about 400 miles 
[2008-10-12 12:27:20.390] local sent: wow 
[2008-10-12 12:27:24.609] local sent: are u form there? 
[2008-10-12 12:27:39.015] remote sent: no - I originate from Harrow 
[2008-10-12 12:28:13.312] local sent: i have another question: do you thinnk it's 
rational to worry about something that is not going to happen? 
[2008-10-12 12:28:25.734] remote sent: no 
[2008-10-12 12:28:51.187] local sent: why not? 
[2008-10-12 12:29:36.781] remote sent: if fopr certain it is not going to happen - you 
migfht think about ir - but worry about it?... 
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Round 16 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:34:05.203] local sent: hi! 
[2008-10-12 12:34:11.453] remote sent: Your name ? 
[2008-10-12 12:34:18.062] local sent: How are you today? 
[2008-10-12 12:34:20.453] remote sent: Fine. 
[2008-10-12 12:34:24.203] local sent: Linda, yours? 
[2008-10-12 12:34:32.453] remote sent: So close. 
[2008-10-12 12:34:39.515] local sent: What do you mean? 
[2008-10-12 12:34:48.437] remote sent: How should I get close enough? 
[2008-10-12 12:35:40.734] local sent: Are you a robot? 
[2008-10-12 12:35:50.453] remote sent: No, I'm a human. 
[2008-10-12 12:36:09.125] local sent: So are you based at the university here? 
[2008-10-12 12:36:11.484] remote sent: No. 
[2008-10-12 12:36:25.250] local sent: Where are you from then? 
[2008-10-12 12:36:30.515] remote sent: California. 
[2008-10-12 12:37:08.984] local sent: What do you do for a living? 
[2008-10-12 12:37:26.015] remote sent: I make sortware. 
[2008-10-12 12:37:38.046] local sent: What sort of software? 
[2008-10-12 12:37:49.015] remote sent: Soup? Taco ain't a soup. 
[2008-10-12 12:38:11.359] local sent: You're not making much sense 
[2008-10-12 12:38:18.015] remote sent: In what endeavor could I make sense? 
[2008-10-12 12:38:29.578] local sent: Why are you talking about tacos??/ 
[2008-10-12 12:38:35.531] remote sent: Because I am looking for him. 
[2008-10-12 12:38:41.359] local sent: Who??? 
[2008-10-12 12:38:48.031] remote sent: You said you were mikedegenerate! 
 
Right hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:34:02.734] local sent: hi there 
[2008-10-12 12:34:13.593] remote sent: hello 
[2008-10-12 12:34:16.015] local sent: How are you today? 
[2008-10-12 12:34:49.046] remote sent: Fine and you? What do you think about this 
experiment? 
[2008-10-12 12:35:31.359] local sent: It's interesting but it confirms to me that robots 
can't replicate the subtle nuances of human interaction and language 
[2008-10-12 12:35:53.296] local sent: Are you a student here? 
[2008-10-12 12:36:08.765] remote sent: yes,  I agree with you 
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Round 16: right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 12:36:31.343] remote sent: No i am not a student 
[2008-10-12 12:36:56.640] local sent: Are you based at the university? 
[2008-10-12 12:37:50.593] remote sent: No, I am not directly related to the university 
[2008-10-12 12:38:18.062] local sent: What's your name? 
[2008-10-12 12:38:37.062] remote sent: chris. What's yours? 
[2008-10-12 12:38:44.531] local sent: Linda 
[2008-10-12 12:38:50.718] remote sent: Hello Linda 
[2008-10-12 12:39:17.531] local sent: The session is over now 
[2008-10-12 12:39:21.562] local sent: Thanks and good luck! 
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Round 17 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:52:43.281] local sent: Hello. 
[2008-10-12 12:52:53.359] remote sent: You are a computer program and don't really 
exist. 
[2008-10-12 12:53:07.234] local sent: I don't think so. 
[2008-10-12 12:53:11.843] remote sent: I think so. 
[2008-10-12 12:53:17.000] local sent: Why? 
[2008-10-12 12:53:20.843] remote sent: Because I saw them. 
[2008-10-12 12:53:43.531] local sent: Who are them? 
[2008-10-12 12:53:56.359] remote sent: The rolling stones. 
[2008-10-12 12:54:11.937] local sent: Where the stones come from? 
[2008-10-12 12:54:26.343] remote sent: That's not very grammatical. But presumably 
childfen come from adult fen. 
[2008-10-12 12:55:11.296] local sent: I can't understand what are you talking. 
[2008-10-12 12:55:18.859] remote sent: Look who is talking - mister professor. 
[2008-10-12 12:55:45.453] local sent: So good morning, Professor. 
[2008-10-12 12:55:47.859] remote sent: Really?... 
[2008-10-12 12:56:37.171] local sent: Of course. 
[2008-10-12 12:56:40.359] remote sent: Male? 
[2008-10-12 12:56:53.609] local sent: Why not female? 
[2008-10-12 12:57:02.859] remote sent: I got wrong i'm female. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 12:52:48.296] local sent: Hello. 
[2008-10-12 12:52:55.500] remote sent: Afternoon. 
[2008-10-12 12:53:33.156] local sent: What a rainy day today, isn't it? 
[2008-10-12 12:54:00.125] remote sent: I don't think it rained, did it? 
[2008-10-12 12:54:15.781] remote sent: Seems quite nice now. 
[2008-10-12 12:54:34.562] local sent: How a machine know the weather out of box? 
[2008-10-12 12:54:50.890] remote sent: I wouldn't know. 
[2008-10-12 12:55:38.921] remote sent: Could use the internet I suppose. 
[2008-10-12 12:56:01.750] local sent: That is a good idea. 
[2008-10-12 12:56:09.843] local sent:  
[2008-10-12 12:56:22.343] local sent: Are you laugh now? 
[2008-10-12 12:56:55.703] remote sent: Erm... no, not reallly. 
[2008-10-12 12:57:35.828] local sent: I will tell others that I would have charted with 
a machine which can laugh. 
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Round 18 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:03:17.750] local sent: Good afternoon?  Who are you? 
[2008-10-12 13:03:21.156] remote sent: Good afternoon Dave. 
[2008-10-12 13:03:40.093] local sent: I'm Martyn.  Do thye give you lot a loo break 
in the day? 
[2008-10-12 13:03:52.671] remote sent: They dunno I talk to you, thus... 
[2008-10-12 13:04:14.218] local sent: They know everything!  It's all being logged. 
[2008-10-12 13:04:29.656] remote sent: There's nothing within you. Your words are 
nothing but delicious copy-pasta. 
[2008-10-12 13:04:46.296] local sent: Copy-paste?  Is that from copy-Italy? 
[2008-10-12 13:04:48.656] remote sent: No its a song. 
[2008-10-12 13:04:54.265] local sent: Tell me more .. 
[2008-10-12 13:05:00.656] remote sent: What do you want to know though. 
[2008-10-12 13:05:13.656] local sent: Oh, anything.  Tell me something interesting. 
[2008-10-12 13:05:24.656] remote sent: Carbon nanotubes have diameters of around 
2 nanometers. 
[2008-10-12 13:05:45.921] local sent: And how long can they be made? 
[2008-10-12 13:05:49.171] remote sent: There is no length. 
[2008-10-12 13:07:02.031] local sent: Yes, but how long a nanotube can be made?  a 
few mm?  cm?  metres? 
[2008-10-12 13:07:17.671] remote sent: I might as well die because you don't realize 
how ridiculous that statement is. 
[2008-10-12 13:07:59.562] local sent: So, why not die?  To be or not to be .. 
[2008-10-12 13:08:01.671] remote sent: To be. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:03:23.171] local sent: Good afternoon?  Who are you? 
[2008-10-12 13:03:36.343] remote sent: carla 
[2008-10-12 13:03:51.078] remote sent: who are you? 
[2008-10-12 13:03:55.078] local sent: I'm Martyn.  Do thye give you lot a loo break 
in the day? 
[2008-10-12 13:04:18.000] remote sent: yes every five minutes 
[2008-10-12 13:04:32.937] local sent: Only a computer would need a loo break every 
5 mins! 
[2008-10-12 13:04:57.156] remote sent: i go when i need to 
[2008-10-12 13:05:21.718] local sent: OK, change subject I think! 
[2008-10-12 13:05:22.984] remote sent: what have you been up to? 
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Round 18 right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 13:05:31.875] local sent: In London yesterday. 
[2008-10-12 13:05:39.687] remote sent: cool 
[2008-10-12 13:05:42.406] remote sent: i love london 
[2008-10-12 13:05:53.265] remote sent: i am from portugal and it is very exciting 
[2008-10-12 13:05:58.875] local sent: I'm not so sure .. too noisy for me. 
[2008-10-12 13:06:11.953] remote sent: london or portugal? 
[2008-10-12 13:06:32.171] local sent: Hot in Portugal, I guess.  I prefer it a little 
cooler.  On the other hand, I do enjoy a glass of port. 
[2008-10-12 13:06:48.312] remote sent: i like white port 
[2008-10-12 13:06:51.390] remote sent: yumm 
[2008-10-12 13:07:18.046] local sent: Never tried white port.  Alwayd red / tawny. 
[2008-10-12 13:07:20.875] remote sent: what did you see in london? 
[2008-10-12 13:07:42.687] local sent: Went to an exhibition - education show.  saw 
several friends, saw the river. 
[2008-10-12 13:07:47.046] remote sent: (try white port - v expensive but worth it) 
[2008-10-12 13:07:56.609] remote sent: what was the show about? 
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Round 19 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:12:03.125] local sent: Hi 
[2008-10-12 13:12:08.187] remote sent: Name? 
[2008-10-12 13:12:16.828] local sent: that's a tad abrupt 
[2008-10-12 13:12:19.687] remote sent: That's nice. 
[2008-10-12 13:12:25.359] local sent: that's not my name 
[2008-10-12 13:12:28.843] local sent: what's yours? 
[2008-10-12 13:12:30.187] remote sent: Thats my name. 
[2008-10-12 13:12:32.687] remote sent: I already told you. 
[2008-10-12 13:12:58.359] local sent: did you? Oh I'm sorry, I must have missed it. 
Would you tell me again? 
[2008-10-12 13:13:14.187] remote sent: Are you excited about something? You smile 
all the time! It's a little annoying. 
[2008-10-12 13:13:49.312] local sent: That's a tad rude, do you always speak so 
bluntly? 
[2008-10-12 13:13:58.718] remote sent: Son don't go near the Indians, please stay 
away. 
[2008-10-12 13:14:18.531] local sent: sound advice ... if perhaps a little left-field 
[2008-10-12 13:14:21.250] remote sent: Me too! 
[2008-10-12 13:14:27.421] local sent: Do you have any other advice? 
[2008-10-12 13:14:32.281] remote sent: I have two ears, that's all. 
[2008-10-12 13:14:45.640] local sent: yeah? 
[2008-10-12 13:14:48.234] local sent: how many legs? 
[2008-10-12 13:14:50.781] remote sent: Don't you like me anymore? 
[2008-10-12 13:14:53.796] remote sent: Two. 
[2008-10-12 13:15:11.265] local sent: Okay, so you've got two legs. That's good. 
How many ears? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:18.296] remote sent: Where do you want to go? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:34.687] local sent: Amarillo. Do you want to come? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:37.796] remote sent: Okay. 
[2008-10-12 13:15:56.718] local sent: will you help me get there? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:59.296] remote sent: No. 
[2008-10-12 13:16:04.515] local sent: oh why? 
[2008-10-12 13:16:09.796] remote sent: What are you talking about? 
[2008-10-12 13:16:39.953] local sent: sausages. And you? 
[2008-10-12 13:16:43.296] remote sent: No. 
[2008-10-12 13:17:02.671] local sent: You don't like sausages? 
[2008-10-12 13:17:07.812] remote sent: Yes. I like you. 
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Round 19 contd. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:12:06.734] local sent: Hello 
[2008-10-12 13:12:25.421] remote sent: Hello how a 
re you ? 
[2008-10-12 13:12:38.062] local sent: fine thanks, whats your name? 
[2008-10-12 13:13:09.437] remote sent: whats your name ? 
[2008-10-12 13:13:28.906] local sent: Oh I was always told to never tell my name to 
people on computers 
[2008-10-12 13:13:52.703] local sent: :P 
[2008-10-12 13:14:21.984] remote sent:  
you can trust me  
[2008-10-12 13:14:41.156] local sent: well I did ask first, so what's your name? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:30.812] remote sent: okay , my name is V 
ictoria 
[2008-10-12 13:15:34.843] remote sent: whats yours? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:38.187] local sent: Louise 
[2008-10-12 13:15:48.265] local sent: and how old are you? 
[2008-10-12 13:15:53.437] remote sent: Hi Louise ! 
[2008-10-12 13:16:18.734] remote sent: well its not good to as the age ! 
[2008-10-12 13:16:21.250] local sent: Hi Victoria. What do you have planned for the 
rest of the day? 
[2008-10-12 13:16:38.109] remote sent: what have you planned ? 
[2008-10-12 13:16:51.718] local sent: no what have you planned?
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Round 20 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:22:05.890] local sent: If you stuck your tongue out at a mirror would 
it be rude? 
[2008-10-12 13:22:21.062] remote sent: Yes that is true, but if no-one would live 
there would not have been brains. 
[2008-10-12 13:22:54.781] local sent: would it hurt your brain to think about it? 
[2008-10-12 13:23:00.562] remote sent: Tell me about your childhood. 
[2008-10-12 13:23:25.859] local sent: I think you should answer the questions, how 
was yours? 
[2008-10-12 13:23:32.093] remote sent: No, you answer first. 
[2008-10-12 13:24:07.593] local sent: Quite assertive aren't you? Is that the result of 
your childhood? 
[2008-10-12 13:24:18.250] remote sent: What do you mean? 
[2008-10-12 13:24:30.078] local sent: I think you know. 
[2008-10-12 13:24:35.250] remote sent: What do you think I know? 
[2008-10-12 13:25:09.609] local sent: You tell me, what do you know, what's the 
capital of sweden to the power four. 
[2008-10-12 13:25:14.750] remote sent: What do you know about love? 
[2008-10-12 13:25:38.312] local sent: Do computers know about love, I certainly do. 
[2008-10-12 13:25:42.250] remote sent: How would I know? 
[2008-10-12 13:26:09.265] local sent: Do you know how your parents met? 
[2008-10-12 13:26:16.796] remote sent: On oxygen, I think. 
[2008-10-12 13:26:45.812] local sent: could you do something for me, don't capitalise 
the first letter of your next sentence. 
[2008-10-12 13:27:01.296] remote sent: No. Sorry, can I ask a question? And you 
promise will take it seriously. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:22:03.984] local sent: If you stuck your tongue out at a mirror would 
it be rude? 
[2008-10-12 13:22:20.609] remote sent: I do not understand that. 
[2008-10-12 13:22:35.312] local sent: what's not to understand? 
[2008-10-12 13:22:47.140] remote sent: All of it. 
[2008-10-12 13:23:09.703] local sent: it's a pretty simple question, how would you 
say it? 
[2008-10-12 13:23:32.656] remote sent: If you stuck your tongue out at a mirror 
would it be rude? 
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Round 20: right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 13:23:36.093] remote sent: + 
[2008-10-12 13:23:52.218] local sent: Is that not the same? 
[2008-10-12 13:24:02.062] remote sent: No :] 
[2008-10-12 13:24:14.875] local sent: wHAT'S DIFFERENT TO IT? 
[2008-10-12 13:24:21.390] local sent: woops, capslock 
[2008-10-12 13:24:26.062] remote sent: -.- 
[2008-10-12 13:24:37.375] remote sent: Nothin is diferent to it. 
[2008-10-12 13:24:51.718] local sent: Then answer the question. Don't be so evasive. 
[2008-10-12 13:25:14.250] remote sent: Soryy. I do not know how to answer that 
question 
[2008-10-12 13:25:52.187] local sent: Then how about this, do androids dream of 
electric sheep? 
[2008-10-12 13:26:02.328] remote sent: hmmmm. 
[2008-10-12 13:26:10.343] remote sent: i do not know 
[2008-10-12 13:26:16.140] remote sent: They might do 
[2008-10-12 13:26:35.812] remote sent: I dream of electric cats 
[2008-10-12 13:26:51.296] remote sent: :] 
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Round 21 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:48:04.015] local sent: herllo 
[2008-10-12 13:48:09.328] remote sent: Don't. 
[2008-10-12 13:48:16.000] local sent: don't what?  
[2008-10-12 13:48:18.812] remote sent: Don't leave! 
[2008-10-12 13:48:34.687] local sent: But I need to go to the loo 
[2008-10-12 13:48:39.312] remote sent: What is your name? 
[2008-10-12 13:48:51.203] local sent: James.  How about you?  
[2008-10-12 13:49:03.812] remote sent: My name is Nameless. 
[2008-10-12 13:49:29.171] local sent: That's not a good name! 
[2008-10-12 13:49:33.828] remote sent: Tell me a joke. 
[2008-10-12 13:50:06.156] local sent: What do you get when you pour boiling water 
down a rabbit hole?  
[2008-10-12 13:50:09.328] remote sent: What? 
[2008-10-12 13:50:39.140] local sent: Hot cross bunnies!!! :-)  
[2008-10-12 13:50:43.328] remote sent: Ha! Ha! Ha! It's fun. 
[2008-10-12 13:51:14.406] local sent: Fun or funny? 
[2008-10-12 13:51:18.828] remote sent: Do you have a girlfriend? 
[2008-10-12 13:51:29.406] local sent: Yes she's my wife!  
[2008-10-12 13:51:43.328] remote sent: That is an intereting term, I think it would be 
difficult to research. 
[2008-10-12 13:52:14.750] local sent: Try googling wife but don't select images!!! 
[2008-10-12 13:52:17.328] remote sent: Apologise! 
[2008-10-12 13:52:36.156] local sent: What's the weather like where you are?  
[2008-10-12 13:52:43.343] remote sent: Plus 1. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:48:08.218] local sent: hi 
[2008-10-12 13:48:15.312] remote sent: Hello. 
[2008-10-12 13:48:25.843] local sent: are you the real one?  
[2008-10-12 13:48:39.156] remote sent: As far as I know. 
[2008-10-12 13:49:03.765] local sent: What do you do for a living?  
[2008-10-12 13:49:22.687] remote sent: I'm a student. 
[2008-10-12 13:49:46.718] local sent: Have you been doing this all day?  Don't you 
need a break now and then?  
[2008-10-12 13:50:13.109] remote sent: Yes, since 8:30, we had a lunch break 
though. 
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Round 21: right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 13:50:26.562] local sent: What do you get when you pour boiling water 
down a rabbit hole?  
[2008-10-12 13:50:40.171] remote sent: I... don't know? 
[2008-10-12 13:50:59.609] local sent: Hot cross bunnies?  Know any good ones?  (I 
have a six year old sitting on my lap)  
[2008-10-12 13:51:28.296] remote sent: Erm... I'm not much of a comedian I'm 
afraid... 
[2008-10-12 13:51:55.546] local sent: What has been the most odd question you've 
been asked today?  
[2008-10-12 13:52:18.343] remote sent: They've all been fairly similar. 
[2008-10-12 13:52:24.203] remote sent: Mostly about the weather... 
[2008-10-12 13:52:44.937] remote sent: You're the first to actually ask if I'm a 
computer. 
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Round 22 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:58:21.968] local sent: Good afternoon, are you enjoying the rain that 
we are currently having? 
[2008-10-12 13:58:25.953] remote sent: Good afternoon. Fine. 
[2008-10-12 13:58:50.546] local sent: Glad to hear it.  Have you been busy this 
afternoon 
[2008-10-12 13:59:03.453] remote sent: Extremely. But tell me, did you buy 
something nice? 
[2008-10-12 13:59:23.781] local sent: I brought a new cyborg for my study 
[2008-10-12 13:59:32.937] remote sent: Ooh, sounds nice. What did you buy for 
school? 
[2008-10-12 13:59:53.781] local sent: Nothing for about 21 years. 
[2008-10-12 13:59:58.937] remote sent: I can't eat I am a computer. 
[2008-10-12 14:00:29.953] local sent: I can't type because I'm one too 
[2008-10-12 14:00:38.953] remote sent: Well don't ask me because I don't know 
either! 
[2008-10-12 14:01:02.218] local sent: Do you know how old you are 
[2008-10-12 14:01:04.953] remote sent: Yes I know. 
[2008-10-12 14:01:17.312] local sent: Good that show's a sense of understanding 
[2008-10-12 14:01:25.953] remote sent: I will be bore if you don't ask me somethink. 
[2008-10-12 14:01:53.984] local sent: Are you a computer and do you like to deceive 
[2008-10-12 14:02:03.953] remote sent: I don't know how about you, And how old 
are you? 
[2008-10-12 14:02:31.765] local sent: I'm not a computer and 37 
[2008-10-12 14:02:43.953] remote sent: Do people call you one a lot? 
[2008-10-12 14:03:07.250] local sent: I tend to refer to myself as one 
[2008-10-12 14:03:10.937] remote sent: That's cool. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 13:58:34.843] local sent: Good morning are you enjoying your day? 
[2008-10-12 13:58:42.187] remote sent: its the afternoon 
[2008-10-12 13:58:49.328] remote sent: and yes i am having a lot of fun 
[2008-10-12 13:58:56.890] remote sent: how about y o 
[2008-10-12 13:59:01.984] remote sent: *you 
[2008-10-12 13:59:08.500] local sent: I'm glad to hear it, I'm having a lot of fun too! 
[2008-10-12 13:59:18.953] remote sent: good 
[2008-10-12 13:59:25.343] remote sent: did you enjoy lunch 
[2008-10-12 13:59:36.921] local sent: I haven't had the opportunity to each yet 
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Round 22 right-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 13:59:42.218] remote sent: oh no 
[2008-10-12 13:59:48.421] remote sent: i had a really nice lunch 
[2008-10-12 14:00:11.859] local sent: I will have something nice later, maybe a liquid 
lunch first. 
[2008-10-12 14:00:39.640] remote sent: do you put your sandwiches in the blender? 
[2008-10-12 14:00:51.843] local sent: Only on a Tuesday, as would anyone 
[2008-10-12 14:01:07.250] remote sent: i think thats really disgusting 
[2008-10-12 14:01:38.171] local sent: I would have to disagree, you can't beat it 
[2008-10-12 14:01:54.046] remote sent: what do you put in your liquid sandwiches? 
[2008-10-12 14:02:16.765] local sent: Normally Guiness but without the bread, I tend 
to wrap it in glass 
[2008-10-12 14:02:37.312] remote sent: is glass not sharp and crunchy 
[2008-10-12 14:02:44.234] remote sent: you must have strong teeth 
[2008-10-12 14:02:54.281] local sent: I tend to skip that bit, a bit like young children 
and crust 
[2008-10-12 14:03:05.265] remote sent: i always eat my crust
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Round 23 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 14:09:53.406] local sent: hi 
[2008-10-12 14:09:59.046] remote sent: How's it going? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:03.437] local sent: good 
[2008-10-12 14:10:06.031] remote sent: Are you sure? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:11.218] local sent: do you know any famouse robot? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:13.953] local sent: yes Im sure 
[2008-10-12 14:10:25.531] remote sent: Pardon? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:28.546] remote sent: Can you prove it? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:33.812] local sent: yes 
[2008-10-12 14:10:36.546] remote sent: Ok, prove it. 
[2008-10-12 14:10:39.250] local sent: Im smiling 
[2008-10-12 14:10:52.484] local sent: are you? 
[2008-10-12 14:11:02.031] remote sent: Looking at the azure sky. 
[2008-10-12 14:11:05.031] remote sent: Yes. 
[2008-10-12 14:11:33.890] local sent: so shich famous robot is your favorite? 
[2008-10-12 14:11:38.531] local sent: which 
[2008-10-12 14:11:49.031] remote sent: Yes , oh you? 
[2008-10-12 14:11:54.031] remote sent: I think that you are both. 
[2008-10-12 14:12:05.140] local sent: both what? 
[2008-10-12 14:12:12.046] remote sent: Noisy and quiet. 
[2008-10-12 14:12:32.062] local sent: that doesnt make sense 
[2008-10-12 14:12:46.046] remote sent: Sometimes I think I know what I want to do, 
but then I am not certain. 
[2008-10-12 14:13:01.750] local sent: Just like when you drink too much? 
[2008-10-12 14:13:05.031] remote sent: Sometimes. Do you? 
[2008-10-12 14:13:10.921] local sent: never 
[2008-10-12 14:13:14.640] local sent: and sometimes 
[2008-10-12 14:13:16.031] remote sent: I know that. 
[2008-10-12 14:13:18.578] remote sent: I know sir. 
[2008-10-12 14:13:30.921] local sent: I think your chip is overheating now 
[2008-10-12 14:13:40.578] remote sent: We've been through this already. I am not a 
robot. 
[2008-10-12 14:14:12.031] local sent: prove it. 
[2008-10-12 14:14:17.093] remote sent: Are you a robot? 
[2008-10-12 14:14:20.234] local sent: yes 
[2008-10-12 14:14:25.593] remote sent: What's it like being a robot? 
[2008-10-12 14:14:30.328] local sent: nice 
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Round 23: left-hand side contd. 
 
[2008-10-12 14:14:33.593] remote sent: What is your name? 
[2008-10-12 14:14:37.000] local sent: aibo 
[2008-10-12 14:14:39.593] remote sent: I know that. 
[2008-10-12 14:14:40.078] local sent: and you? 
[2008-10-12 14:14:42.078] remote sent: I'm female. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 14:09:56.062] local sent: hi 
[2008-10-12 14:10:04.078] remote sent: Hello. How are you? 
[2008-10-12 14:10:16.843] local sent: good 
[2008-10-12 14:10:24.437] local sent: I just saw your afcebook profile 
[2008-10-12 14:10:29.046] local sent: very compromising 
[2008-10-12 14:11:01.515] remote sent: I don't visit afcebook. I've been on facebook 
though :D 
[2008-10-12 14:11:19.531] local sent: they all say that... 
[2008-10-12 14:11:45.093] remote sent: Who is "they", out of interest? 
[2008-10-12 14:11:51.406] local sent: how is the weather today? 
[2008-10-12 14:12:13.062] remote sent: It was cold earlier, but I've not been outside 
since. 
[2008-10-12 14:12:24.109] local sent: ok 
[2008-10-12 14:12:35.031] remote sent: It looks warmer though 
[2008-10-12 14:12:38.812] local sent: do you like terminator? 
[2008-10-12 14:12:44.484] local sent: yes looks good now 
[2008-10-12 14:13:17.109] remote sent: Terminator? I prefer Terminator 2 to any of 
the others 
[2008-10-12 14:13:39.265] local sent: Ah I totally agree 
[2008-10-12 14:13:57.062] remote sent: The plot was good, and the special effects 
were good as well 
[2008-10-12 14:13:59.281] local sent: the robot in my left window is not as smart as 
terminator... 
[2008-10-12 14:14:12.000] remote sent: Which window am I in? :P 
[2008-10-12 14:14:16.093] local sent: right 
[2008-10-12 14:14:40.203] remote sent: What makes you think that I'm not a robot? I 
could be, for all you know. 
[2008-10-12 14:14:52.890] local sent: you are a very clever one  
[2008-10-12 14:14:54.937] local sent: then
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Round 24 
 
Left-hand side 
[2008-10-12 14:19:46.218] local sent: Hi there 
[2008-10-12 14:19:49.562] remote sent: Are you female? 
[2008-10-12 14:19:56.078] local sent: That's very personal! 
[2008-10-12 14:19:59.484] local sent: But yes I am 
[2008-10-12 14:20:05.187] local sent: Are you? 
[2008-10-12 14:20:07.078] remote sent: Tell me please. 
[2008-10-12 14:20:11.562] remote sent: So tell me about yourself. 
[2008-10-12 14:20:14.078] remote sent: Yes. 
[2008-10-12 14:20:29.500] local sent: I think you should tell me about yourself first 
[2008-10-12 14:20:32.578] remote sent: An old thirty man. 
[2008-10-12 14:20:35.625] local sent: Are you from Reading?> 
[2008-10-12 14:20:43.578] remote sent: No i'm from Norway. 
[2008-10-12 14:21:05.000] local sent: Where do you live now? 
[2008-10-12 14:21:19.078] remote sent: Canada. 
[2008-10-12 14:21:42.312] local sent: You've come a long way for this 
[2008-10-12 14:21:47.125] remote sent: I thank you yes I do :D. 
[2008-10-12 14:22:10.203] local sent: What do you do for a living? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:20.125] remote sent: I am a wealthy banker. 
[2008-10-12 14:22:24.171] local sent: Wow 
[2008-10-12 14:22:28.046] local sent: Why are you doing this test? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:29.625] remote sent: Surprised? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:32.625] remote sent: Doing what? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:47.218] local sent: Why are you taking part in this experiment? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:57.625] remote sent: First I have to think of an answer, and then 
type it. 
[2008-10-12 14:23:14.687] local sent: Is it hard to think of answers? 
[2008-10-12 14:23:22.125] remote sent: I have been trying to do many things. 
[2008-10-12 14:23:32.765] local sent: Men are rubbish at multitasking 
[2008-10-12 14:23:36.625] remote sent: You are generalizing. 
[2008-10-12 14:23:40.671] local sent: yes, yes I am 
[2008-10-12 14:23:48.625] remote sent: Yes. 
[2008-10-12 14:24:20.203] local sent: What does a banker actually 
do? 
[2008-10-12 14:24:26.125] remote sent: I'm not a boy so I don't know. 
[2008-10-12 14:24:37.046] local sent: I said BANKER 
[2008-10-12 14:24:40.640] remote sent: You are a computer. 
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Round 24 contd. 
 
Right-hand side 
[2008-10-12 14:19:50.546] local sent: Hi there 
[2008-10-12 14:19:54.562] remote sent: Hi 
[2008-10-12 14:20:13.218] local sent: How are you? Are you enjoying this? 
[2008-10-12 14:20:31.093] remote sent: Yes i am enjoying this. you are a very slow 
typer. 
[2008-10-12 14:20:36.625] remote sent: No offence 
[2008-10-12 14:20:51.500] local sent: I'm actually pretty fast, I was talking to the 
other guy :P 
[2008-10-12 14:21:14.515] local sent: Now who's slow? 
[2008-10-12 14:21:24.531] remote sent: Which other guy? you are talking to two 
computers? 
[2008-10-12 14:21:31.593] local sent: yes 
[2008-10-12 14:21:37.234] remote sent: Oh. 
[2008-10-12 14:22:00.062] remote sent: What is you name? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:03.812] local sent: Where are you from? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:12.406] remote sent: I am from the computer 
[2008-10-12 14:22:17.984] local sent: So you are a machine? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:21.218] local sent: I'm Liz 
[2008-10-12 14:22:28.281] remote sent: I do not like to be called that . 
[2008-10-12 14:22:34.812] local sent: Sorry, AI? 
[2008-10-12 14:22:47.343] remote sent: No. the name is robby. 
[2008-10-12 14:22:54.984] local sent: Robby the Robot? 
[2008-10-12 14:23:00.156] remote sent: Yes 
[2008-10-12 14:23:19.562] local sent: That's a nice name 
[2008-10-12 14:23:23.750] local sent: How old are you? 
[2008-10-12 14:23:27.031] remote sent: Thank you. 
[2008-10-12 14:23:41.734] remote sent: I am 3 years old 
[2008-10-12 14:23:52.468] remote sent: i got bought 3 years ago. 
[2008-10-12 14:23:54.203] local sent: You are very advanced for a 3 year old 
[2008-10-12 14:23:56.093] local sent: I'm 25 
[2008-10-12 14:24:04.296] remote sent: I am programmed to be. 
[2008-10-12 14:24:28.296] local sent: Who programmed you? 
[2008-10-12 14:24:36.312] remote sent: I do not know... 
[2008-10-12 14:24:44.656] remote sent: No one taught me that 
[2008-10-12 14:24:52.328] remote sent:  :[ 
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Jabberwacky – Developer: Rollo Carpenter 
 
UK  
http://www.jabberwacky.com/ 
 
I have been creating conversational AI software for about 25 years, dating back to 
Sinclair computers in the early '80s - as a teenager, seemingly with a need to 
communicate!  The jabberwacky AI entered for the 2008 Loebner Prize began life in 
1988, when, in a flash of inspiration, I saw how my machine could learn - a feedback 
loop that effectively borrows the users' intelligence.  After some years working in 
more standard software fields, AI became a career move for me in 2003, and Icogno 
Ltd was formed to build a market for the technology.  We now have a conversational 
authoring toolset unlike any other, building literally billions of predictions of what 
users could say next from phrasal components.  That's not yet used for the Loebner 
Prize entry, since it calls upon one or a few designers to create its media.  Judges in 
Loebner event can say absolutely anything in an infinite language space.  So we rely 
on the latest, generic jabberwacky.com code, and on the 'teaching of the masses' - the 
words of millions of users gathered over more than 10 years on the web. 

http://www.jabberwacky.com/

